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    Earn €10 Campspace credit! Read more
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            Private glamping experiences at hidden gems.
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                    Quality time with those you love!
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            Reconnect Outside

             Discover and book tent and van spots, cabins, glamping, yurts, treehouses and more.
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                Give a Campspace Gift Card

                It's not just a gift! It's an invitation to create lasting memories amid nature's beauty. Purchase your digital gift card today and spark the joy of outdoor exploration in someone special.

                Order a gift card
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                        Park your campervan and slow down in nature
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                        Treat yourself to an escape in nature without a care
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                        Enjoy the best nature has to offer in an intimate setting
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                        Recharge in nature with comfort
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                        Bring your dogs on your next adventure
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                        Immerse yourself in an authentic farm setting
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            Share your land, mini campsite, or accommodation

            Start for free, host at your convenience and get paid for every booking.

            Start hosting

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        Reconnect Outside!

                        A breath of fresh air, feeling small between huge trees or a chat over a warm bonfire. Being outdoors does miracles, it makes you more active, more social and reduces stress your stress levels. Outdoors you reconnect with yourself, with nature and people around you.

                        This is our story
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        Find your sustainable getaway

        Up to 95% CO2 reduction if you book a campspace adventure. Learn more
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                    Campspace is the platform for the most unique and sustainable outdoor stays

                    Explore and book tent or campervan pitches, luxury tents, treehouses and cabins.
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